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Two Orchestras Sound Off , For Colorful Military Ball 
Recently the St. Francis Xavier Medal was presented to Gen. Carlos P. Romulo, Philippine milit:i1·y 
leader and diplomat, at the Xavier, Alumni observance of Universal Communion Sunday. Pictured above 
are!John C. Kus~, president of the Xavier Alumni Association, Gen. Romulo, Lloy<l J. Byrne, chairman; 
Anmwl Events Sclieduled For Next F1·iday With 
Clyde T1·C1sk ,4rul Don Lackey At Two Ballrooms 
Dy Wayrie Felar 
Come next Friday night, Xavier cadets will don their 
R.O.T.C. uniforms for a more pleasant event than Corps Day 
drill. The big event will be the 1957 Military Ball. 
The expected crowd of some 2,000 people will strain the 
ballroom capacity of the elegant Netherland-Hilton, which 
will throw open both the' Hall of 
Mirrqrs and the Pavillon Caprice 
for the Ball. There wm be tables 
in the balcony-room area be-
tween, as well as in, the Pavil-
lon Caprice. All the floor-space 
of the Hall of Mirrors will be 
used for dancing, except the 
space occupied by the VIP table. 
There will be two orchestras, 
those of Clyde Trask and Don 
Lackey's. 
The colorful pomp and cere- . 
many which have always been a 
traditional part of the Military 
Ball will not be lacking this year. 
Xavier students are reminded 
that the Ball is strictly formal. 
l1idia' _Expert 
Speaks Monday 
The proper male attire, if not in 
uniform, is a tuxedo. As last year, 
there will be a receiving line to 
greet the cadets and their dates. 
The customary ceremonies of 
the Ball will all be held in the 
Hall of Mirrors. First on the 
agenda will be the initiation of 
new members info the Xavier 
Order of Military Merit. The new 
members will re<:eive a red four-
ragere as a sign, of their mem-
bership. Second will be the pres-
entation by Lt. Col. Jesse H. 
Brown of the insignia of a Sec-
ond Lieutenant to the seniors 
who will graduate in June and 
receive a commission. 
La8t year's Honorary Cadet 
Colonel, Miss Dottie Lohr, will 
preside over the ceremonies until 
and Very Rev. Paul L. ~-'Connor, S.J., university -president. -, 
On Monday, Jan. 14, at 1:30 
p.m. in the Albert Cash Con-
ference Room, Rev. Frank N. 
Loesch, S.J., will speak on the 
topic, "The Future of Chris-
tianity in India." E'r. Loesch is 
~ ' · -··--·· -r -~ the former superior of the Patna 
, Council Censors 'Baby Doll' Run, {e~~~t ~=~~~: ;:c:n~i~a. r~~~~~ed 
' midnight, when Miss Mary Ann 
Rawe will be installed as the 
Honorary Cadet Colonel of the 
XU Regiment for 1957. Always 
the high point <;>f the Ball, the 
installation this year has special 
historical significance. Miss Rawe 
will be the first Honorary Cadet , 
Colonel to wear the new green 
uniform. She will also be deco-
rated with the insignia and four-
rageres of all the military clubs 
on campus. Miss Rawe is a sl<>n-
der bruI)ette of 19 summers who 
lives in Kennedy Heights. She is 
presently taking psychology and 
sociology at the Evening College. 
_ to this coun"try after 30 years of 
S' eek· s v· olll:nfee' r Bureau euppo'rt ~:i:=~~~a~hes~~~feet;inofI~~~:s~~ .::J 1922, after attending St. John's --·University i n Minnesota. In 
Student· Directory,' Soph Class Dance, Beer Mugs, 
Letter To Dean Part" OJ Crowded Council Agenda 
By Bill Poole, News Managing Editor ~ 
At this week's Student Council Meeting there were a 
number of new developments and one item of old business. 
After the minutes were read, Ed Sajewski, pr~sident, reminded 
Council that no member may miss more than three straight 







The Rev. John R. Connery, 
S.J., professor of moral theology 
at West Baden Colll.'!ge, West 
were discussed: B · 
1. The Student Directory will Volunteer Bureau and Xavier's aden Springs, Ind., Jesuit sem-
go on sale In two weeks, after support of that organization. Bill inary, will ·~be a member of a 
delays due to difficulties in bav- Sena explained the activities of panel to discuss "The Impor-
lng the typing completed. Finan- the Bureau. Student Council will tance of Confessions in Criminal 
clally, the directory will break conduct a campaign to familiar- Investigati~ns" under 1sponsor-
even. ize the student body with this ship of the Xavier University 
. 2. Ed SaJ'ewski appointed an community service program. N t 1 L . S . t t 'ght t 
X · • t' · t' · th aura aw ocie y om a investigating committee to look avier 8 par icipa ion m e 1 8· 00 · ti Alb t D C h 
V ' t B , · t . . p.m. m ie er . as into reasons why the Sophomore o.un eer ureau s pro3ec s is M . . l C f . R 
l · d d't · ll emona on erence oom on Class Dance incurred a deficit. exp aine e i oria Y on page th t -Ed e campus. 
3. In a resolution· adopted by wo. · Judge Halph B. Kohnen will 
Council, the Dean of the College' chair the panel which will also 
·of Liberal Arts was. commended Senior ·Class Gift include: c. Watson Hover, Ham-
for thoughtful cµristmas vaca- Pl d S S r ilton County prosec1,1ting attor-
tion scheduling that allowed stu- e ge OOU ~Ug1it riey; Lt. Col.. Henry Sandman, 
dents time to work, for continu- on Monday, Jan. 14, at 7: 45 chief of detectives ·of the Cin-
ing the pre-registration program, p.m., a meeting of the captains i;;innati police force; and Loyal 
and for posting the exam sched- for the collection of pledges for S. Martin, attorney. 
ule far in advance of.exam week. the senior class gift will be held. Father Col)nery is the author 
4. Frank _Garry, member of The conference room of Albers of numerous articles on moral 
Council in 1956, inquired of Coun- Hall will be the scene of the anfl dogmatic subjects. They have 
cil when the members of his meeting. appeared in American Ecclesiast-
class who were councilmen would As of: Jan. 1, a total of $863 ical Review, Marquette Law 
·receive the traditional beer- was pledged by seniors, of which Revtew, Theological Studies, and 
mugs. ("We're all over 21," he $257 has been collected. The Social Order. He holds. degrees 
pointed out.) · goal set at the beginning of the from Xavier, Loyola University, 
5. The showing of the motion year was $2500. and ·the Gregorian University, 
picture · Baby· Doll in Cincinnati Rome. 
was objected to by Council. The The Xavier Natural· Law So-
secretary was asked to write a Dorm Flick \ ciety, concerns itself with' the 
lett~i:- of objection on behalf of Tomorrow night: "Hell Below application of the principles of 
Council with four copies to be. Zera,, with Alan Ladd In tech- the natural law to the enactment 
made. One copy will go to the nlcoior. Place: Armo;.,. Time: interpretation, and practice of 
manager of the Albee Theater 7:30 p.m. Admission: 75 cents. the la~. Its programs are de-
and three to the local papers. Refreshments: 5 beers or 5 atkes signed for the professional in-
6. Council a1reed to send let- free. Stas. terest of lawyers of all fbiths 
ten to all clubl concernbi1 tbe, _____________ in the Cinc.!_f!nati area. 
1931, Fr. 'Loesch was ordained. 
From May, 1936, until October, 
1944, he ·was superior of the 
Patna Mission. It was during 
this period that he was closely 
associated with Bishop B. J. 
Sullivan, S.J., in the develop-
ment of many mission stations 
and schools. Several thriving 
schools, such as St. Xavier in 
Patna, and St. Xavier in Jaipur, 
were built and opened during 
his tenure. 
He was also intimately associ-
ated with the movement for 
fostering Indian vocations to the 
priesthood and sisterhood in 
India . 
Fr. Loesch reports that there 
are over 4,500 Indian priests, 
and that two-thirds of the bish-
ops of India are. local sons of 
India. He also reports that the 
various sisterhoods in the Mis-
sion now all have a novitiate of 
their own. 
During his association with the 
Mission, Fr. Loesch saw it 
develop from the status of an 
infant mission to that of Indian 
vice-province of the Society of 
Jesus. 
Fr. Loesch has also taken an 
interest in Indian civic affairs. 
He represents both Bihar and 
Patna universities as adviser on 
buildings, is an adviser on the 
board of visitors, Patna Medical 
College Hospital, and is a mem-
ber of the Industrial Estates 
Committee for the development 
of industry. 
NIHIL 
The Eastern Club dance which 
was schedul"d fQF this evenlns In 
the Armory bas been cancelled. 
Invitations to the Military Ball 
are being mailed out io all mili-
tary students. Nothing further is 
required for · admission. Those 
not taking military science are 
also wPlcome· to attend, and may 
purchase tickets for $4. 
,Go.vernors' Board 
1I olds Elections 
The election of five new 
members to the Board of Gov-
ernors of the Xavier University 
Alumni Association for three-
year terms was announced last 
week. 
The new. members of the Board 
include Dr. J. Harry Dornheggen, 
class of •31; William A. Geoghe-
gan, '46, Frank C. Glueck, '29, 
John "Jay" O'Hara, '47, and 
Paul A. Selzer' '38. 
They will take office when 
the Board of Governors meets 
Friday, January 25, on the cam-
pus. -' 
How About It? 
\Vant to coach a teen-age bas-
ketball · team or act as a club 
leader or game or craft Instruc-
tor? Are you interested In physi-
cal or mental therapy? Would 
you like to devote a few hours 
a week to such activities? 
Xavier is undertaking a com-
munity service program in which 
students may select any project 
which they feel best suits their 
interests and abilities. 
For an explanation of this pro-
gram, consult the editorial on 
page two explaining the Volun-
teer Bureau. 
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More Sign Language 
For those who haven't noticed, the signs have returned. What had been faded, peeling detriments to campus beauty, 
have returned refinished and an asset to any university's real 
estate. · 
Much criticism had been leveled at what were supposed 
to have been attractive markers, indicating the various build-
ings around the Xavier campus. The cry went up that it was 
an insult to the Class of 1955 that such disgraceful placards 
should be advertised as their gift to the university. Thus the· 
twenty-two hand-carved redwood signs were retired to the 
maintenance shop where they were refinished and recoated 
with a more substantial, weather-resistant substance. 
The result of this process is excellent. On returning from 
·the Christmas holidays, the student body was greeted by 
legible, attractive, easy-on-the-eyes building-identification 
signs. The transformation.was complete. Now even the casual 
observer immediately is able to realize that he is entering the 
Logan Building, Science Hall, or Albers Hall. No longer is it 
necessary for the campus visitor to attempt to decipher the 
obscured carvings of weather-beaten redwood or to intercept 
a scurrying student to tell him where he is. 
It is to the credit of the university adm~nistration and 
the maintenance department that this rejuvenation has taken 
place. A definite asset has been at last realized. The Class of 
1955 can now be proud of its gift. Time and patience do indeed 
have their rewarP,s. 
H.elp Wanted 
Some of the most fascinating and rewarding experiences in life are had by working with children. Recently, Mrs. 
Lulu W. Thayer of the Volunteer Bureau, a ~ed Feather 
Agency of the Community Chest, came to Xavier to speak 
with student representatives about the possibility of Xavier 
students doing just that. . 
Rough . Going Ahead -
Music Stand 
The Volunteer Bur~au recruits volunteers who wish to 
give some time to the health, welfa~e, and recreation agencies 
of the community. This gives them an opportunity to know 
community agencies and to have a share in citizen participa-
.tion. DOWN FRONT By /oe McCaralay 
The diverse talents of college students are sought by such 
centers as the Friars Boys Club, National Catholic Community 
House, Riverview Neighbors House, Boys Clubs of Cincinnati, 
Children's Convalescent Home, Children's Theatre, and many 
others. 
Volunteers need give only a few hours a week in super-
vising the wholesome recreational and educational activities 
of children, many of whom are from low-income families. 
Students may act as football, basketball, ~occer, o.r baseball 
coaches and may serve as boxing instructors, craft instructors, 
game leaders, swimming instructors, singing leaders, movie 
projector operators, club leaders, art !nstructors, dancing in-
structors, or group leaders. 
' Hope was expressed at the initial meeting between student 
representatives and the Volunteer Bureau that each of the 
campus clubs and individual students would take· an interest 
in these many service projects. Mrs. Thayer. pointed out that 
the University of Cincinnati Teachers College has been con-
ducting a student volunteers program for a number of years. 
Their program has met with heartening success. 
The News urges the many clubs on campus to cooperate 
with Student Council in initiating a Xavier community-wide 
service as outlined by the Volunteer Bureau. Genuine satis-
/'faction will reward those who give a few hours a week to a 
project that will prove enjoyable and, simultaneously, render 
invaluable service to the full development of boys and girls 
in their formative years. Here is an opportunity for every club 
to more than justify its existence. The challenge has been 
issued; the response is awaited. 
Celluloid Trash 
Newspaper advertisements for the condemned film, "Baby Doll" are now proclaiming the Elia Kazan production 
as "intimate drama ... earthy humor ... tender beauty" in 
other metropolitan . areas. Shortly the same advertisements 
will appear in Cincinnati heralding a motion picture that -has . 
been termed by Brad Darrach in Time as "just possibly the 
dirtiest American-made motion picture that has ever been 
legally exhibited." 
The RKO Albee has scheduled the film for Jan. 17 in 
spite of vehement protests from such distinguished religious 
leaders as Cardinal Spellman. According to the Legion of 
Decency, the picture is "morally repellent both in theme and 
treatment" and "dwells almost without variation upon carnal 
suggestiveness in action, dialogue, and costuming." 
Reviewers in the daily .press are generous wit_!} their criti-
cisms of both the morality and artistic taste of the film. Kate 
Cameron of the N.Y. Daily News says: "It is a film that breaks 
the spirit and letter of the Motion Picture Code ... That fact 
that the author approaches the story of a reluctant bride as a 
case history of a neurotic girl and that; Kazan presents it on 
the screen in purely objective clinical manner, makes the 
events on the screen repellant." 
John E. Fitzgerald, Our Sunday Visitor reviewer, com-
ments: "In it, fascination with the insignificant, "Baby Doll" 
seems to me to be the equivalent of a Rembrandt portrait of 
an outhouse. 
"The story and characters are both insignificant. The 
people are nothing more than animals-the emotions are 
evoked to a feeling of disgust. And disgust for one's f~llow 
human being rather than for the failings bespeaks a strange 
attitude on the part of the artist who pimself participates in 
the same human nature as his characters." 
It is unfortunate that the condemnation will serve as a 
recommendation to,tl!_e foul-minded. The movie can only be 
a serious occasion of sin, and, as Catholics (or anyone inter-
ested in eternal salvation), we must avoid it and influence, 
in any way possible, others from seeing it. 
-•' 
Well, Elvis performed on 
television again, and since 
By Tom· Mc.4uliJle ,everyone else appears to be 
writing about the millionaire 
hog-caller, we refuse to be 
Hello again, this is Tom McAuliffe and the news, brought 
to you by the more ,.than one and a half million men and 
women who make up the American Communist Party who 
bring you the true story behind the Republican scandal in 
the exception. · 
Remember how people ranted 
about Sinatra in his early days? 
Yes, some even called him im-
moral and a sheister. In a lot of 
ways he was. Today he is pro-
fessionally untouchable; Frankie's 
trademark back in the forties was 
the sound of screaming teen-age 
girls longing for the mournful 
figure standing, almost hidden, 
behind a mike. 
~o,llywood. 
Right now, Melvin Coznowski 
and I are barricaded, · together 
with our eggplant and grunch 
supply, under Science Hall in the 
seismograph room while waiting 
for "Love Me Tender" to leave 
town. Everything is fine down 
here except that Melvin, who is 
allergic to beards, sneezes up a 
storm every time Fr. Vollmayer 
comes down to take a reading. In 
the interim between storms, re-
ports have / been filtering down 
on the local cinemat~c situation. 
"Giant" and "Lust for Life" 
have left their first run theaters 
and probably won't be seen again 
in Cincinnati until All Saints 
Day. This town has the quaintest 
custom of sending first run mov-
ies directly from downtown to 
some place like Harlan, Kentucky 
and then southward until they 
have been shown in every movie-
house north of the Matto Grosso. 
Then, and only then, are they 
allowed to be shown at the Nor-
wood and the Plaza. 
And in order for a movie to be 
shown at the Paramount it has 
to have been catalogued and have 
.a special serial number from the 
Royal British Museum of Anti-
quities. 
But don't worry; "Giant" was 
last reported showing at El Thea-
tro de los Finkos in Tia Juana 
and "Lust for Life"iwas just con-
cluding a limited engagement 
(very limited) at Trader Bill's 
Cafe, which is strategically situ-
ated just two miles north of Rat-
terman's Landing on Brazil 42 in 
· the Amazon Basin. If these mov-
ies hurry they ·may beat the 
swallows back to Capistrano. 
There was a special showing of 
"Fantasia" in the basement _ of 
Elet Ball Annex last Saturday 
ni1bt. Refreshments were served. 
I am told that It was a whopplns 
success both soelally and finan-
cially. The combination of Walt 
Dlsae1 and Old Oversholt enabled 
the spectators to see snakes and 
·alligators all night long and . for 
the most of the morning. 
The evening's proceeds went 
to the fund for the construction 
of the John Holthaus Memorial 
Beer Fountain which someday 
will replace that grimy cafeteria 
water-cooler-soon, I hope. 
If you're feeling continental . 
this weekend, you can try the 
·French "Riffifi" (or something 
like that) at the Hyde Park or 
the Brittsh "Wee Geordie" (or 
something like that, also) at the 
Guild. Or if you're feeling ultra-
American or if ·you have Arab 
blood in you and don't care for 
British or French movies, you 
can rent a mule from Bobby Ben-
nett, go downtown, and see "Tea-
house· of the August Moon," that 
is if it hasn't already been 
snatched up by the Republic of 
Guatemala. 
Well, it looks as if I wlll have 
(Continued on Page 8) 
Elvis gets the same response 
today. However, he has to shake 
a hip or dangle a band to get it. 
The question bas arisen about the 
possible consequences of Presley 
damaging a finger danglinr It 
about that way. The only answer 
we can make is that while the 
disloc:ition might ·cause him a 
little discomfort, it is doubtful 
that the two guitar chords be is 
able to play would sound any 
worse. 
A number of writers have 
climbed upon the "We Love That 
Great Young American Presley" 
bandwagon. The Music Stand, in 
searching its· heart, can find no 
friendly feeling, as ·yet, towards 
(Continued on Paie 7) 
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Rifle Team Makes· Florida Trip, Sees Moon O'er Miami 
December Trip Proves Successful In Many Ways 
R M h W h U panied the group were back at B d 011• p •d eturn ate it Diversity Of Mia1ni Possible school. The group was tir~d a?d an Jeers rov1 e 
By John J' anFlandern, Neava .tfaaociale Editor cold, but well pleased with its 
Miami, Fl~rida rolled out a red carpet of mid-summer successful trip and the know- · c J { J B k d 
weather and match fortunes for the Xavier Rifle Team last l~dge that another good iml?res- 0 Or ll 8C groun S . 
s1on had been made for Xavier- . 
Dec. 8 and 9. After a smooth afternoon and early evening the Rifle Club had been invited 
flight which carried them over the Smokey M9untains and back for a still bigger match ~nd 
Georgia in clear daylight, the team arrived in the Magic City time in March. It is not yet 
in mid-evening to find clear skies known whether the excursion 
and' a temperature in the high · Iiams, Coach, and Rev. Patrick will be at.tempted. 
seventies. H. Ratterman, S.J., who accom-
Sightseeing 
Saturday morning was devoted 
firing the match with the Univ. 
of Miami and some sightseeing 
on the campus, which in• itself 
is one of the area's tourist at-
tractions. Xavier defeated Miami 
by a score· of 1344 to 1299 in 
the three position (prone, kneel, 
and stand) match, to cop victory 
in what promises to be a possible 
series of meetings between the 
two rifle teams. 
Captain C. A. Wellingham, 
moderator of the Miami club 
and his students had made all 
arrangemenls for accomodations 
in advance, and did much to 
show the Xavier men a good 
time in Miami. 
Good Time 
With hot, sunny weather pre-
vailing, the Riflemen °had every 
opportunity . to enjoy the re-
mainder of the week-end in a 
summery fashion. In rented 
cars, they toured Miami Beach, 
traveled on the coastline in the 
Miami area, and swam in the 
Atlantic. 
Xavier was also represented 
at the Miami Homecoming game 
with Pittsburg at the Orange. 
Bowl on Saturday afternoon. 
For several of the team mem-
bers, this was their first oppor-
tunity to visit Florida, and all 
came home with a more than 
favorable impression._ The 1big-
gest surprise impression reported 
was .that prices wase far lower 
than . had been expected. Club 
travel funds paid for - hotel 
accomodations and meals at a 
fixed rate. Other expenses had 
to be borne ·by the individual. 
All the men were able to have 
a fine time ~and, over and above 
that, a~ amazingly low cost. 
Blue Yonder 
Sunday afternoon departure 
time arrived. The. Xavier group· 
,_ took off from Miami International 
Airport on a several hour-long 
jaunt from Summer and Palm 
trees back to winter and school. 
The hours on the Air Force 
transport plane which ferried 
them both ways on a routine 
training trip provided the men 
with an excellent chance to 
learn much about multi-engine 
. transport flying, the workings 
of air transportation· and traffic 
in the. air, and how Air Force 
officers ' "keep in shape" with 
their flying which will b,e so 
essential in case of emergency. 
Taking turns in the flight 
cabin, studying route maps to 
follow the plane's progress, 
listening in on instructions of 
the radar ground control land-
ing approach, and other such 
similar interesting experiences 
helped to make the trip a pro-
ductive one in many ways for 
the Rifle Club members whose 
- persistent work, w eek after 
week, firing on the Rifle range, 
earned them a place on last Sat-
urday's team. 
Home At Lut 
Monday morning, Rifle Team 
members including_ John Van 
Flandern, Bob Powell, Walt 
Ohm, Joe Witsken, John Brendle, 
Chuck Moorman, Joe Schmidt, 
1 Ron Schulte, Jim Mackin, Ed 
Sauer, and Bob Schnee, along 
with Major A. c. Jerney, club 
moderator, S1t Edward .s. Wil-
Enjoying sea and sunshine after the rifle match, three Xavier 
team members are shown as . they toured th'\ oceanfront areas of 
Miami Beach. 
Their match won, members of ~he rifle team pose for a group 
picture at the Air Force Wing Station at Miami lnternpltional Airport 
before leavi~g for home. ' 
" Sale Of ·Mardi Gras Chance 
· Books ·Off e~s Casli Re.wards 
By Fred Schlimm 
Xavier students and campus organizations, officially rec-
ognized by the university, have a golden opportunity to earn 
themselves some always welcome loot and prizes. 
The students and XU campus clubs can achieve this •by 
the simple process of disposing of Mardi Gras ticket books 
which will soon be distributed to 
all students. officially recognized student cam-
The . Mardi Gras books this pus club. The student specifies 
year will feature a chance of on the back of the book, Fifty 
winning a fully. equipped 1957 cents will be given to the desig-
Mercury Montclair Phaeton. In nated club for each book disposed 
return for disposing of their of. If twice as many books are 
books, students will be able to disposed of as there are members 
receive several benefits. in a club specified, 75 cents will 
be awarded per bo'Ok; if four 
(1) A chance : on the student times as many books as mem-
Mardi Gras prizes to be given bers, $1.00 will be given the club 
away at the Fieldhouse-Armory per book. · 
student Mardi Gras Carnival Students who are not connected 
after the Miami basketball game, with any type of campus club 
March 2; should indicate some club to 
(2) A dollar reduction on the - whom they want their books 
price of a $4.00 ticket to the stu- credited. 
dent Mardi Gras dance at Castle -------------
Farm, March 1, for each book 
disposed of; dispose of four books, 
and the ticket is' free; 
(3) A direct cuh credit of from 
50 cents to $1.00 per book to the 
Tax Stamps Needed 
Save tu atam111 uut ltrlq 
them to BIDkle Ball. 
By Thompson Faller 
This year's edition of the 
Musketeer band could not 
have shown as well as it has 
if it were not for its hard-
working officers. They are 
John Wintz, president; Harold 
Fuhrmann, vice-president; Dan 
Stevens, treasurPr; Andy Korts, 
secretary. 
Wintz, a senior, comes from 
Edgecliff Jakes 
Trophy; Wiggs 
Also Gets First 
Five schools entered th e 
NFCCS regional speech festival 
held at Xavier last Sunday. 
Although Edgecliff, Our Lady 
· of Cincinnati College, took home 
the trophy for best over-ali 
performance in the tournament, 
Jim Wiggs took first in the 
extempore speaking contest with 
his talk on segregation and how 
·it has shown the Supreme Court's 
inability to make its decisions 
stick throughout the country. 
The Xavier novice debaters-
Concannon, Muench, Wiggs, and 
Albertz-finished second ·behind 
Bellarmine College's novice team. 
In total points for the school, 
Xavier finished second, followed 
by Bellarmine of Louisville, 
Mount St. Joseph, and Villa 
Madonna of Covington. 
William Listerman and Mayo 
Mohs, Xavier alumni, e a ch 
judged an event. The judges 
included Dr. Steible from Our 
Lady of Cincinnati, donor of 
the Steible Trophy for which the 
. debating teams of the region 
will contest at the NFCCS spring 
tournament, Mr. Benson Alle-
man, Director of Forensics at 
Bellarmine College, and . Rev. 
Louis Lipps, S.J., and Rev. 
Mark Finan, S.J., of the Xavier 
Faculty. 
The Ohio-Kentucky Forensic 
Commission now plans an all-
event spring tournament to be 
held in Louisville under Naz-
areth College's auspices. This 
festival will include a one-act 
play contest along with dramatic 
declamation, original oratory, 
,extempore speech, and debate. 
This will give Xavier speakers 
a chance to bring ·back the trophy 
which was lost this semester. 
Involved 
Evolution 
By Topper Schroeder 
Ape To Man To? 
Dedicated to Fabien 
Who almost rhymes with Sapien 
There's a current revolution 
Caused by Darwin's evolution. 
Claims he: 
"The ape ·became less hairier 
And broke the lanuage barrier; 
Cursed by the devil, Fabien 
Was forced to live as Homo 
Sapien." 
That's me. 
"Listen," says the opposition. 
"I have found a contradiction. 
See here! 
Could an ape be taught our 
technicalities? 
If an ape •be my ancestrial pop, · 
Then why on earth did the 
process stop? 
Seems queer." 
In my opinion they're both 
absurd, 
Man evolved from a loony bird. 
Batesville, Ind. He has attended 
Xavier for 4 years and is now 
completing his work for a B.S. 
in general business. He has 
Fuhrmann and Wintz 
played trumpet since he was 
nine, and has performed with the 
Batesville High School band, the 
Melody Masters (his own band), 
and the X.U. band. 
In addition, John's ti·umpet, for 
the past few years, has heralded 
the ,birth of Christ on Christmas 
morning in St. Louis Church in 
Batesville. 
John, a rP'sident of Brockman 
Hall, also is a platoon leader Ior 
the ROTC band. 
A person with whom most stu-
Stevens and Korts 
dents are familiar is Harold 
Fuhrmann. Harold, a resident of 
Cincinnati, has been the drum 
major for the Xavier band since 
he was a freshman. 
Even though he started study-
ing music at the age of four, he 
is working towards a B.S. in 
chemistry. Harold's musical abil-
ity also includes the piano, the 
bells, and the trombone. 
Coming to Xavier from D<>troit, 
Mich. is junior Dan Stevens. Dan 
attended St. Scholastica grade 
school' and the University of De-
troit High. 
In addition to the Musketeer 
band, he has played the trumpet 
for the St. Scholastica band, the 
University of Detroit High, and 
the University of Detroit. Dan is 
working for a B.S: in business 
administration and will complete 
work in 1958. 
Andy Korts, a sophomore, is 
a resident of Rochester, N. Y. He 
attended the Blessed/ Sacrament 
grade school and Williston Acad-
emy in East Hampton, Mass. 
Besides playing the bells for 
the band, it was Andy who week-
ly prepared many of the music 




On Monday, Jan. 14, Mr. G. E. 
Headington of the National Cash 
Register Co. will be at Xavier 
to, interview those whose special-
ties lie in the fields of chemistry,. 
physics, and mathematics. 
On Wednesday, Jan. 16, Mr. 
E. H. Woodward of the Potomac 
River Naval Command will be 
available for interviews with 
majors in mathematics, chemis-
try, and physics. 
Appointments for these inter-
views are to be made at the 
Placement Office in Hinkle Hall 
as soon as possible. 
•.... 
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THE B E N C H WAR M E R ~uskies Fare'¥ ell~ver Holidays 
:X.cww1· Detlu·01iecl As Queen City Clia1npions · · 
Although the opposing records may establish the Muskies 
as a slight favorite in Sunday's game with the Dayton Flyers, 
the Garden floor will seem to dispute this favoritism. Exclud-
ing the Cincy game this past Wednesday, the Musketeers have 
been able to come out on the long end of the score only nine 
times in 28 contests. Since they began playing there in 1948 
when they opened and lost to Kentucky in the Garden's first 
appearance for Xavier, the Muskies can list only the 1952-53 
season as a winning season on the neutral floor. That year, 
Xavier turned back the Bearcats twice, 81-78 and 70-68, and 
the Flyers once, 70-68. 
If the Gardens have proved a weak point as far as wins 
are concerned, it has certainly been just the opposite finan-
cially. In 28 games, the average attendance has been in the 
neighborhood of 8,·200. The largest was last season's Flyer 
game (14,284) which was also the largest to ever witness a 
game in Ohio. Should attendance hold true to form, some 
10,000 fans will be on hand for the opening tip. 
At least for this reporter, it is going to seem odd to be 
watching a Dayton Flyer team that is not among the top ten 
in the country. I know in my four years here, Tom Blackburn 
has always brought his team here in one of the top spots in 
the polling, and I imagine that he was doing the same thing 
several years before I came here. 
What has happened to the Flyers? If you remember back 
before the season started, I stated that the Flyers would be 
one of the toughest teams that the Muskies would face this 
season. I was not the only one holding this opinion as most of 
the national rankings placed them in the top five along with 
Kansas, Louisville, and S.M.U. 
True, they had lost several fine men in Bill Uhl and John 
Paxton, but they still had Captain Jim Palmer and All-Amer-
ican nominee Arlen Brockhorn. To go with these two were 
Al Sicking, John McCarthy, Bill Almeshy, and Don Lane. All 
of these were seasoned veterans with at least one year's ex-
perience behind them. 
I still consider this team to be one of the top teams on the 
X schedule although their record is so-so. They certainly have 
the guns and once these guns start rolling, look out. They will 
again be moving up in the national rankings. I only hope they 
don't catch fire against the Musketeers. I would just as soon 
see them wait until the Garden date is under their 'belts before 




As Muskies Run Wild 
Garden jinx d?' no Garden jinx, nothing short of a shotgun 
could control the Musketeers as they soundly trounced the 
University of Cincinnati Bearcats, 88-62, in one of the most 
lop-sided X-UC games ever played on the neutral floor. 
Led by Corney Freeman, the game's high point man with 
21, Captain Jimmy Boothe with 
20, and Hank Stein with 18, the 
Musketeers turned a six point 
half time lead into a complete 
rout. With just short of seven 
minutes left in the game, Coach 
Ned Wulk cleared the bench to 
give the entire 12-man squad 
some game experience. 
High for Bearcats was center 
Connie Dierking with 20, most of 
these coming in the first half. 
The lanky center was held score-
For Meals at Home ••• 
less from the field in the second 
half. Next high for UC was Cap-
tain Frank Nimmo with 9. 
The Xavier Frosh didn't fare 
as well as their big brothers, 
losing their first of the season 
and ending a string of 19, 117-92. 
The Bearkittens had four scorers 
in- double figures with Oscar 
Robertson (40) leading the way. 
High for X was Ducky Castelle 
with 17. . 
For Lunches at Work or School ••• 
~~ 
HOMOGENIZED MILK QUALITY v CHEKD 
(with Vitamin D) la CREAM 
They can't be beat as Healthful Food 
and Refreshing Dessert! At your Favorite 
food Store! For Home Delivery call CHerry 
1-5880, or ask yowr French-Bauer driverl 
~& I IETTP DAIRY PRODUCTS SINCE IUI 
..i ~ I "It CXMt• no more to use the beat r• 
/ 
Retul"li To Fo,.,,,, Witli Sm·p1·ise Upset OJ Westel"li 
Iona "Gales'' of New Rochele, 
New York. The Muskies went 
into this ·game favored by as 
much as ten or fifteen points. 
This rating, however, proved to 
be a very inaccurate one. At 
half-time, the Muskies were 
down six points having trailed 
by as much as ten in the half. 
It \Vas only in the last three 
minutes that the Muskies, bol-
stered by the fine outside shoot-
ing of Franny Stahl and Corny 
Freeman, ·were able to overcome 
the Iona lead and pull out an 
82-79 win. 
By Bob Queenan 
It would seem as though the New Year brought a new 
vigor, vitality, and a desire to play to the Xavier Musketeers. 
With the coming of a new 365, it ~ooks as if Xavier has snapped 
out of its doldrums which made December such a bleak month. -
During the aforesaid month, the Muskies dropped a heart-
brcaker to Witchita, '93-86, in 
a double overtime, and were 
snowed under by Jim Krebs 
and S.M.U., 92-71, on a soni~­
what nightmarish road trip. 
There then followed a Jacka-
clasical perfoi·mance a g a i n s t 
Georgetown of Kentucky (74-
68) which caused · Coach Wulk 
to comment that it was the 
worst 40 minutes of basketball 
he has ever coached. 
Fall To Gophers 
After a brief vacation at 
Christmas time the Muskies 
tMvelecl to Buffalo, N.Y. to 
defend their Queen City Invita-
tional Tournament crown. In 
the opening round of play against 
Minnesota, it looked for a few 
short minutes as if that title 
might end up here in Cincy 
again. Backed by stellar perfor-
mances of Hank Stein and 
Corny Freeman, the Muskies 
managed to pull to within one-
point · of the Golden Gophers 
late in the second half before 
they finally went down to an 
83-76 defeat. 
Following this defeat, Coach 
Wulk decided to make some 
rather drastic lineup changes. 
The change paid off two nights 
later· as the Muskies downed 
a mediocre Cornell team by a 
score of 31-57. The installation 
of Hank Stein at guard, Jim 
Puthoff at forward, Stu "The 
Stem" Courchaine at center 
complemented the talents of 
Jimmy Boothe and Corny E'ree-
man to give -Xavier one of its 
better operating groups: With 
Joe Viviano replacing Jim; Put-
hoff at forward, this group was 
sent against a top-notch Wes-
tern Kentucky five. What hap-
pened on Thursday, Jan. 3, made 
Coach Wulk look like a genius. 
Upset Western 
On that Thursday, the Mus-
keteers entered the Western 
game in the position of under-
dog on its own court. When the 
sn\oke had cleared from ·the air 
of the fieldhouse, a crowd of 
4,200 wide-eye,d and happy fans· 
saw Xavier on top by a smash-
ing 87-79 score. Courchaine, 
Boothe, Stein, Freeman, and 
Viviano, aided by Frank Tar-
taron, John Albrink, and Ray 
Tomlin, played one of the finest 
ball games seen at the fieldhouse 
this year. Much of the Muskie 
success was clue to Courchaine's 
and Tartaron's fine defensive 
work on Western's Ralph Crosth-
waite and the work done on 
Eric Back, Western's fine guard, 
by Joe Viviano. Offensive stand-· 
outs for Xavier were Freeman 
and Stein with 21 points apfoce 
and Joe Viviano and Jimmy 








606 Vine SI. 
PArkwa1 l-'JUI 
respectively. 
Two days after this fine win, 
the Muskies made . the long trip 
to New York's fabulous "Heart 
Break Arena"' called Madison 
Square Garden, to take on the 
MEET THE COACHES 
Don Ruherg Comes Back To Xavier To Coach 
Musketeers In S110rts Which lie Once Starred 
In the Xavier record book the name of Don Ruberg is 
printed only once. And that lone record is far beneath what 
you might call sensational-in 1949-50 Don Ruberg made fif-
teen free throws in fifteen attempts, establishing the record 
for the highest free-throw percentage in one season. The 
holder of such a record need 
be no great or spectacular star. 
But, in a very definite sense the 
nature of ··that record-consis-
tency-typifies this new coach 
of. the freshman basketeers. 
Coaches State Champs 
Consistently, since his first 
coaching job at Elder High in 
1953 to his appointment to 
Xavier this year, Ruberg has 
come up with a winner. During 
three years at Elder, he accom-
plished .this: coached Eider's 
baseball team to the state 
championship in '55 and '56 
after bringing them home sec-
ond in '54; built Eider's basket-
, ball team into the Catholic 
League champions of '56; in 
three years steered the ·baseball 
team to 69 victories and only 
nine defeats; named Ohio base-
ball coach of the year in '55·and 
'56 and last year was awarded 
the title of Cincinnati basketball 
coach of the year. All this in 
three years. 
In 1947, Don graduated from 
Elder and left behind his mark 
of consistency as an outfielder 
and as a guard on the hard-
court. He came to Xavier, then 
went away from Xavier· he 
had· received three lette;s in 
baseball, three letters in basket-
ball, and a B.S in B.A.; he had 
left at Xavier one record. 
Baseball Captain 
In senior year he captained 
the baseball team; and it was 
baseball and the Cleveland 
Indians that Ruberg looked for-
ward to after graduation. But 
he was drafted before he could 
play much ball for Cedar Rapids, 
the Three-I League team he had 
signed with. As a medic· he 
Don Ruberg 
served his army term, one year 
in Korea; then in '53 he was 
discharged and returned to Elder, 
his alma mater, to begin the 
coaching performance that has 
been his public letter of rec-
ommendation to Xavier. 
Two Children 
Coach Ruberg has even been 
consistent at home, two children, 
two boys. Don, his wife Rose-
mary, and Donald (2) and 
Stephan (1) now live in West-
wood. •ro suppor·t these three 
dependents he is on the Xavier 
payroll not only as freshman 
basketball coach but as head 
baseball coach (which is a happy 
thought considering his pocket-
ful of coach-of-the-year titles) 
and as assistant intramural di-
rector. 
Spring (with the birds) will 
tell the story of Don Ruberg as 
a baseball coach ·but right now 
• 
~-i::--~dlf,~\-' ~tW~ ~ .. Wiupod 
' ... our line-up of clothing with 
·famous brand-names. We'll parade them 
before you in a seemingly endleu array. They're 
the names every man has knowll 
and trusted since he 
climbed into his first 
pair of long trounr1. 
Mahley & Carew 
TWO FINE STORES 
Carew Tower • Western Hills Plaza 
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Frosh Continue 
A1nong Unbeaten; 
Strea~ Now 19 
X Quintet Awaits Tough Game With Flyers 
Muskies Longest Series Rivalry On Tap Sunday; 
Flyers Seeking ~intb Straight In 45tb Meeting 
Xavier's little Muskies arc 
continuing to follow the example 
set for them by last year's frosh 
team as they have extended 
last year's 15 game record to a 
19 game unbeaten streak. Sparked 
by Al Gundrum, Charlie Phillips, 
and Rich Piontek, the Baby 
Muskies have dropped Merril 
Chemical, Wright Patterson Air 
Force Base, Jim Miller's Appli-
ances of Dayton Ohio, and Mid-
dletown Aronca. 
The win over Jim Miller Ap-
pliances came the hard way. 
The frosh .barely edged a tall 
Miller team by a close score of 
79-76. It took pressure, perfor-
mances by Jim Kervan, Rich 
Piontek, and Al Gundrum to 
pull it out for the frosh. 
The next frosh win came in 
a rather easy manner as they 
downed Aroneca 91-73. Xavier 
was aided by the return of Bill 
Middendorf who had been side-
lined by an injured ankle. Bill 
had 10 for the night, while 
Charlie ' Phillips had ten. Jim 
Kervan and Al Gundrum tied 
for top honors with 12 apiece. 
BOWLING STANDINGS 
Team Won Lost 
Naptown 300 ................ 21 15 
Five Studs ................. ... 20 16 
Hilltoppers .................. 18 18 
Kingpin Four .............. 18 18 
Gin Bottle Four '.......... 16 20 
The Clan ................ :..... 15 21 
the freshman roundballer has 
given evidence of his coaching 
ability in b a s k e t b a 11-four 
straight wins. Ruberg inherited 
the record of last year's great 
freshman team-15 for 15. A 
striking coincidence between this 
record and the lonesome record 
he left in the record book six 
years ago. From the looks of 
Ruberg as a coach, that record 
may soon have company. 
\ 
Something new will take place this coming Sunday night 
when the Xavier Musketeers meet the University of Dayton 
Flyers. That something new will be that for the first time in 
over five years, the Muskies will be···a slight favorite over the 
Flyers. Coming into this game sporting ·a mediocre 6-6 record, 
the Flyers will be attempting to 
add to their 23-21 series edge 
with their ninth straight win 
over the Muskies. 
Heading the Flyer attack are 
Arlen Bockhorn 
All-American Nominee 
Captain Jim Palmer, Dayton's 
leading scorer an'd rebounder, 
and All-American nominee Arlen 
Bockhorn. Along with these are 
two Cincinnatians, Jack Mc-
Carthy and Al Sicking. If it's 
height you want, Coach Tom 
Blackburn has plenty of it. 
Should he go with a starting 
five of Brockhorn and Lane at 
the guards, Sicking at center, 
and Palmer and Bogenrife at 
the forward posts, the Flyers 
will have an average height of 
just under 6-4. 
Palmer Disappointing 
With height like this, one 
wonders why the Flyers have 
such a poor record after ranking 
in almost all the pre-season 
first five ratings. One reason is 
that Palmer hasn't lived-up to 
pre-season expectations. The 6-8 
forward-center f r o m Keokee, 
Virginia, although the team's 
leading scorer, has only .been 
able to average 11.2 points per 
game while grabbing 12.3 re-
bounds. This has been far off 
the pace set by last year's star 
Bill Uhl, whose shoes Palmer 
was suppose to fill. 
Miss Paxson 
Another reason for their poor 
showing is that the Flyers are 
sorely in need of a second man. 
Last year they had Jim Paxson 
who averaged just over i5 points 
per game and cleared the boards 
for an average of slightly over 
9 each game. This year's best 
second man is Bockhorn with a 
10.6, just under his career aver-
HAVE A REAL CIGAREilE ... 
Discover the difference between 
"just smoking" ••• a~d Camels! 
Tate the difference! No fads, 
frills, or (ancy stuff - simply 
the finest taste in smoking. 
Camels are rich, full-flavored, 
and deeply satisfyinr. 
Dayton Captain Jim Palmer 
age of 10.7. 
Win Opener 
The Flyers opened the season 
like a house afire with convinc-
ing wins over traditional opener 
Gustavus Adolphus and Miami 
of Florida, holding both of these 
teams to 48 points. Then the 
bottom fell out. First DePaul 
dropped the Flyers in what was 
at first thought to be an upset, 
but when the Bearcats turned 
the same trick seven nights 
later, people were starting to 
wonder about the Dayton crew. 
The Kentucky ~nvitational and 
Feel the difference! The ex· 
clusive Camel blend of quality 
tobaccos is unequalled for 
amooth smoking. Camels never 
let you down. 
the Bluegrass tournies proved 
to be the clinchers for the few 
straggling doubters. In th e 
KIT, Dayton dropped the opener 
to Illinois, then lost the consola-
tion to a powerful SMU team. 
One week later, the Flyers 
opened the Bluegrass test with 
a resounding win over the Dukes 
of Duquesne 83-45 while Dayton 
hopes rose. These hopes were 
short-lived however as they 
lost to Louisville in the finals, 
and then were defeated on their 
home floor, by the same Du-
quesne they had walloped by 
38 points 79-71. 
Enjoy the difference! More 
people smoke Camels, year 
after year, than any other 
cigarette of any kind. Try 
Camels - they've really got it r 
'-
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Comment OnC-:-Convocations, Bravo! With the fall term about 
to bow out, graciously I hope, most students are eagerly look-
ing forward to the spring semester. There are many activities 
that will take place in the next four months, and in my mind 
one of. the most noteworthy is the fine convocation schedule. 
If the schedule for the coming 
semester is consistent with the 
one just completed, look forward 
to some very interesting after-
noons. 
The final "A" Series Convoca-
tion of the semester featured 
Rev. David c. Bayne, S.J., the 
Regent of the Detroit University 
School of Law. Father Bayne, 
who wouhl be at home just about 
anyplace, spoke on the morals of 
modern law in an ironic, yet seri-
ous and enjoyable manner. 
I was pleased ahd I might add 
a bit surprised when Fr. Bayne 
did not once mention UD, the law 
school, or the Detroit Tigers. 
The UD Regent began by tell-
ing of five rather humorous ex-
amples of how the law had failed, 
three of which fell into the loop-
holed field of corporation law. 
In substance, Fr. Bayne brought 
out the fact that 95 per cent of 
the law is good and moral, and 
that those who administrate the 
law are responsible for flagrant 
violations. 
A very enjoyable 45 minutes 
ended as Father reminded the 
students that if there was one 
thing to be remembered, it was 
that someday we · will have to 
June Graduates 
Get Big Chance 
Many graduate scholarships, 
fellowships, and assistantsships 
are being offered this year by 
various graduate colleges 
throughout the country. 
For future journalists, Ohio 
University is offering assistant-
ships in advertising manage-
ment,· feature and pictorial news 
writing and editing, public rela-
tions, and radio and T.V. journ-
alism. 
The School of Journalism of 
Syracuse University has six 
openings, with stipends ranging 
from $1,500, plus 12 hours tui-
tion per year. 
Nebraska University ha·s ten 
fellowships and assistantships 
with stipends of $1,000 to $1,500 
plus tuition, and 20 fellowships 
with stipends from $1,000 to 
$3,000. These are· available in 
chemistry, social work, geology, 
and bacteriology. 
Teaching and research assist-
antships, with stipends up to 
$1,400 plus rem1ss1on of the 
tuition, are being offered at 
Brown University. 
The Graduate School of Arts 
and Sciences at Harvard Univer-
sity has made available 300 
scholarships and non-teaching 
fellowships. These scholarships 
at Harvard are available in 
almost any course of study from 
anthropology to sanskrit and . 
Indian studies. In addition, from 
9 to 15 Harvard Foundation 
Prize fellowships of at least 
$2,200 each will be awarded. 
Seniors interested in investi-
gating these and other oppor-
tunities will find a folder avail-
able in the Registrar's office. 
Wanna Bet? 
"History is bun k."-Henry 
Ford 
vote on laws and sit on juries. At 
this time we must be able to do 
good for the law and let the law 
help us. 
I for one am looking forward 
to a curtain call performance for 
Fr. Bayne. He was, however, just 
one example of the fine program 
}>resent on our campus. 
A round of · applause should 
also be directed to Rev. Patrick 
H. Ratterman, S.J., for bringing 
men of Fr. Bayne's caliber onto 
our campus. One way to do this 
might be to SUPPORT this pro-
gram. 
WHAT IS A JOSTLED POETI 
· Jarred Bard 
JOHN COLLINS. 
ST. PETER'S COLLEGE 




WHAT IS A NORSEMAN WHO 
MISSED THE BOATI 
IOI CUDDIHH, 
ST. LOUIS U. 
Hiking Viking 
WHAT IS WIND FROM A 
RAGWEED PATCH• 
MAllOLD JISCHllCK, 
u. or COLOllADO 
/ 
Sneeze Br1n1 
Middle East Crisis Topic For Institute-
Xavier University has joined with the University of Cin-
cinnati and the Cincinnati Council on World Affairs to sponsor 
a two-day institute on "The United States' Stake in the Middle 
East" on Jan. 25 and 26 at the Hotel Netherland Hilton, it was 
announced last week. 
This will be the third annual Saturday morning, Jan. 26, on the 
institute under the same spon.. topics, "The United Nations and 
the Struggle for Power in the 
sorship to provide authoritative M'ddl E t 11 d "C · · · 1 b' · i e as , an onsequences information on a time Y su Ject . -f th M'ddl E t C . . D · f · t . o e i e as ris1s on e-
m the realm of world af airs o. f p t 11 R d t bl d' 
Greater Cincinnatians. All ses- ens~ ac s. ou11 - ~ e i.s-
. of the institute will bP. open cuss10n~ of theme sub3ects will 
t
swnths bl' follow m the afternoon. o e pu 1c. 
William Rountree, assistant sec-In announcing the institute, 
Judge Gilbert Bettman, presi- retary of state for Middle Eastern 
dent of the Cincinnati Council of Affairs, will be tf:le principal 
speaker at the Saturday lunch-
World Affairs, said: "The many- eon. The title of his address will 
~i:se~a~~~~i~t ;nn!~e 1~~~d!~eE;~~ be the same as the title of the 
institute. 
lations of that important sector Information about the institute 
of the worlCl to our own country. 
Through the institute the people 
of the Greater Cincinnati area 
will have the opportunity to hear 
experts in government, business, 
communications, and education 
present a comprehensive detail-
ing of this new American rela-
tionship." 
The institute will open Janu-
ary 25 at 6:00 p.m. with a dinner 
at which the keynote address will 
be given. 
Panel discussions will be held 
and reservations for any of its 
sessions may be obtained at the 
office of the Cincinnati Council 
on World Affairs, 233 E. Fourth 
Street. 
Collect Tax Stamps 
All students are urred to eol· 
lect sales tale atamps and leave 
them - at the nrltchboar4, ID 
lllnkle Ball· for the benefit of 
the Unlvenlt)'. 
Catliolic War Yets 
Give ROTC Aivard 
The Hamilton County Chapter 
of the Catholic War Veterans of 
Americ;:a has offered to join the 
varied associations presenting 
awards to cadets in the Xavier 
ROTC Regiment, Lt. Col. Jesse 
H. Brown, PMS&T anno'F.ced 
Monday. In a letter received at 
the end of last month, Mr. James 
Eby, Commander of the unit, 
congratulated Col. Brown on the 
Xavier Unit, offered to sponsor 
special medals or trophies to 
be presented at the annual 
awards parade in the Spring to 
cadets who have distinguished 
themselves in some manner. 
In his letter of thanks, Col. 
Brown accepted the offer. _ 
_The nature of the award or 
· awards has yet to be determined. 
It may have been decided upon 
when the Military Department 
makes a major announcement 
concerning the awards, well in 
advance of presentation time, 
possibly within a few weeks. 
The exact time ·will depend upon 
the completion of the ·details to 
be announced. 
MAN WHO 
WHAf 18 ~E ANVTHING 
wat1·ru rcH 
8fJT ~::p t1ME? 
Af LIG AAPH 1-r 111GHT) 
(.6EE #•Ill . 
LIGHTING A LUCKY? You might rub two sticks together 
-but it'll take you hours to see the light. You might 
use ten-dollar bills-if you've got money to burn. Or you 
might insist on matches-.in which case you'll be a 
Lighter Slighter! Any way you light it, a Lucky tastes out 
of this wor~d. It's all cigarette ... nothing but fine, mild, 
good-tasting tobacco that's TOASTED to taste even 
better. Try a Lucky right now. You'll say it's the best. 
tasting cigarette you ever smoked! 
DON'T JUST STAND THERE.;; 
STICKLEI MAKE s25 
Sticklers are simple riddles 
with two-word rhyming an-
swers. Both words must have 
thetsame number of syllables. 
(No drawings, please!) We'll 
shell ~ut $25 for al• we use-
and for hundreds that never 
see print. So send stacks of 
'em with your name, aadress, 
college and class to Happy-
Joe-Lucky, Box 67 A, Mount 
Vernon, N. Y. Luckies 
Taste Better 
"IT'S TOASTED'.' TO TASTE BETTER • • • CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER.I 
WHAT IS A CRAZY KILTf 
RUDOLPH KAOit:llH, 
PUllDUI 
. MtJ4 Ploicl 




IDWA ITATI COLLlll 
WHAT IS A NEW iNOLAND 
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Th' Night Side of The News Plageman And 
Inf a11t History 
W el1er Named 
Cl11b Officers 
Music Stand 
(Continued from Page 2) 
the truck driver. We will keep 
on hissing as long as the off-key 
.. demonstrations with their unin-
telligible slurred lyrics continue. 
If ever the fellow displays 
some talent, of .any kind whatso-
ever, our tune will change. Pos-
sibly the guy ls just covering ·up 
for a terrible case of stagefrigbt. 
~We suggest that if this is the 
cue the best possible cure would 
be a shunning of the stage • • •• 
forever. 
Since we're speaking about 
popular singers, a few comments 
can be carefully inserted here 
about the methods evidently 
used these days to get to the top. 
The most successful one used in 
this decade has been the "good-
press-agent" method. . 
They find a· live wire agPnt 
who has contacts, play a,number 
, of club dates, make some appear-
ances, get on television, and zow-
ie, the big time is theirs. 
Equally successful is the "sing 
a smash record" routine. Here 
· again the agent ,is needed. Take 
a mediocre recording of mediocre 
singing of a mediocre song, stam-
pede with it across the country, 
force it onto that list of dubious 
value, the Hit Parade, and you 
wind up in the big time and TV. 
When, we wonder, did the old 
tried and true method go out the 
window? Ever since the 1920's a 
star vocalist always had a period 
of dance band singing as part of 
his or her expPrience. Without 
exception, the pros around today 
served educational apprentice-
ships with a dance group of an-
other decade. 
Take the lists of singers from 
Bing Crosby to Guy Mitchell, 
from Connie Haines to Dinah 
Shore, singing with groups of the 
old vintage like Ben Pollack, and 
off the standard years .... Miller 
and the Dorseys. These people 
have the blessings of the one-
night-stand to build on. It is no 
wonder they have lasted one, 
two, and even three decades. 
It is worth conjecture on the 
number of today's upstarts (ex-
cept possibly Eddie Fisher) who 
won't be around to entertain us, 
or even be remembered, in the 
decades to come. 
A solid gold baton should be 
given to Mr. Welk (of Cham-
paigne Music Fame) for his 
weekly TV talent show that con-
tinues to find fresh young musi-
cal talent of such great promise. 
The future looks bright. 
THE SHIRT 
LAUNDRY 
3616 Montgomery Road 
EVANSTON 
A Few Blocks North 
Of The Dorms 
Baehelor Senlee 
Pluff Dry Bundles 
t BOUR tJEBVICE 
Pleasant 
Forms Earl)· 
student can pick up the neces-· 
sary forms at the· office, fill 
them out at his leisure, and 
return. them to the office during 
the regular registration period-
Jan. 21-30. This will save a lot 
of time for both the student and 
the office. 
Late registration fees are in 
effect at the evening college, 
and anyone registering after 
Jan. 30 must pay this fee. 
Remember these dates-
January 7-18 Pre-registration 
January 21-30 Regular registra-
tion 
January 31 Second Semester 
classes begin. 
Stucly? 
With the beginning of a new 
year, many of the Evening Col-
lege students have resolved to 
buckle down and study. This is 
appropiate since the final exams 
are just around the corner. Jan. 
21 to 25 has been named e,;am 
week at the evening college. 
Thanks For Cooperation; 
EC Project Successful 
Gail Arnold and Dick Glass-
meyer, 'co-chairmen of t h e 
Christmas collection at the eve-
ning college, wish to thank 
everyone who helped collect, 
wrap, and distribut~ the gifts 
to the ten families in· downtown 




(ACP)-A University of Texas 
coed has been scaring away 
some of her dates lately, but 
entirely against her will. When 
going through enrollment, she 
wasn't sure· of her new phone 
numbei· . . . . but decided to list , 
it on all of her cards as she · 
remembered it. 
Now men who call her get a 
masculine sounding, h u s k y-
voiced answer. 
The Daily Texan advises date-
seekers to hang up promptly 
and informs them the unknown 
voice is the Austin chief of 
police. The coed used the chief's 
unlisted number by mistake. 
Young engineer 
pioneers new ways 
· to use x-ray 
A new x-ray inspecti911 system_which intensi· 
fies an x-ray inl'age more than 10,000 times in 
brigl1tness and transmits it to a conventional 
TV screen has been developed recently by 
General Electric. When perfected, it may en-
able medical specialists to perform "long-dis-
tance" diagnosis on patients in remote areas. 
One of the principal men who developed x-ray · 
television - called TVX for; short - is Dr. John 
E. Jacobs, Manager of the Advanced Develop-
ment Laboratory of General Elcctric's X-Ray 
Department in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 
Jacobs' Work Is Important, Responsible 
As an electronics specialist, Dr. Jacobs' work 
in the past has been devoted to the study of 
photoconductors-substances whose properties 
change under the influence of radiation - and 
the use of x-ray in industrial inspection. This 
in turn led to his development of the x-ray· 
sensitive camera tube usecl in TVX. 
His present administrative duties with the 
Advanced Development Lah allow him more 
time for teaching others what he has learned. 
He now teaches the second-year graduate course 
at Northwestern in vacuum-tube networks, and 
has recently been named McKay Visiting Pro-
fessor for 1957 by the University of California 
at Berkeley, where he will give a two·weck 
series of lectures on photoconduction. 
27,000 College Graduates at General Electric 
Since his youth, when he was a licensed radio 
"ham," John Jacobs has been devoted to the 
study of electricity· and electronics. Like each 
of our 27,000 college graduates, he is being 
given the chance to grow r.nd realize his foll 
potential. For General Electric has long be· 
lieved this: when fresh young minds are given 
the freedom- to develop, everybody benefits -
the individual, the Company, and the country. 
Educational Relations, General Electric 
Company, Sclienectady ·s, New York 
. • .. . •• · ... '. ~1 ...... • .. '\. ' .. -. 
A new history club is bei,.,g 
formed on campus. Under the 
guidance of Dr. John J. Whealen, 
assistant professor of history, the 
new club has begun its organiza-
tion. A consti-
tution has been 
readied and put 
into effect. ~ 
As yet, no 
name has been 
selected for the 
club. The :name 
"Garrag-
han C 1 u b or 
Society" has 
Dr. \Vhealen been proposed 
as the official 
club name. Fr. Gal'l'aghan is a 
famous Jesuit historian. 
On Sunday, Feb. 10, the first 
meeting of the club will be held. 
Officers will be elected. ME>mber-
ship is open to juniors and sen-
iors interested in discussion of 
current and not-so-current topics 
of history. Membc;;rs need not be 
history majors. 
At a recent organizational 
meeting, Mark Plageman and 
Stan Weber were selected to act 
as temporary chairman and sec-
retary respectively. 
The new club aims to acquaint 
its members more fully with 
current topics amt bistoric occur-
ences through group discussion. 
Guest speakers frequently will 
be invited to the club's meetings. 
Brilliant A1·ray Of 
Sta1·s For Pittance 
The Dorm Council has an-
riounced its schedule for films to 
be shown for the benefit of dorm 
students. Admission to the films 
will be 75 cents. The place will 
be either the Armory or South 
Hall. Refreshments will be either 
5 beers or 5 cokes free. 
Dates Movie 
Jan. 12 .......... "Hell Below Zero" 
Feb. 10 .......................... "Stranger" 
Feb. 17 ........ "Fuller Brush Man" 
Feb. 24 .................... "Go Man, Go" 
Mar. 9-10 ............ "Paratrooper" 
Mar. 16-17 "Man With A Million" 
Mar. 23-24 .............. "Swordsman" 
Mar. 30-31 ............ "Violent Men" 
Apr. 6-7 "Walk East on Beacon" 
Apr. 28 .... "All The King's M<>n" 
DR. JOHN E. JACOBS joined Gcnernl Elec· 
tric full time in 1950, ufter receiving his 
U.S. in electrical cngit1ccring in '•17, his 
1\1.S. in '4!1, and his Ph.D. in '50, nll nt 
Northwestern Univ. He served in the Nnvy 
in World Wnr II, and worked part tinic 
nt General Electric while in college. 
1>._ 
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Professot" Urges St11dents To Be Men Of Integrity By ~Writing 
Writing Requires lnte11•ratio1i 0/ Knowledge; . -
Healthy Generalization. Necessary For' Integration XV Gets First 'flu~ Play's The
1 
Thing ••• 
Below is a view on tbr: goal of university cd1ucation re· S d U d 
printed from the Nov. 7 issue .of the Sodality Forum. The view tU ent R er 
is that of Thomas G. Wack,. .instructor in English and mod· W L 
erator of The News. -Ed. Ur UtV 
What we want our students: to become is men o:f integrity. Xavier has its first student to 
But integrity can be looked at qualify for government aid under 
f · t ··ty ·~ much express his though. t as two ways: a man o m egri :is the recently enacted "War 
f d l h Cter 
come to terms W:.ith it. He a man o soun mora c ara ,. Orphans" Education Law, Paul 
or he is a man whose outlook is: "thinks out into lanu age," which E. Sweeney, director of veterans' 
not partial-a man who is; means that his writixig is not an education, has announced. 
whole. This is not quite tfut! effect of his thought nor his He is Tim Henning, son of 
_same thing as being a "man of thought a cause of his writing; Mrs. Lucille Henning, P_eoria, 
parts,'' but it is not so very it ,means the two .are parts of Ill., who is enrolled as a sopho-
different, either. the one integrated process. He more in business administration. 
Integrity is neither a thinker alone nor a Henning's father, Charles E: 
writer alone, but a "writer-
Now the first kind of integrity thinker." Henning, was killed in action 
is very good, but ~t ~s not By writing he knows the while serving as a combat infan-
especl'ally the obJ'ect of univer- tryman in Luxembourg in Oc-dimensions of his knowledge, t b 1944 
Sl'ty education. The second kind . . · q er, . • the quahty of hlS thought, and T' b 
Of l
'ntegrity is also good; more- 1m, Y terms· of the new law the jntegrity of his eyesight. h' h d 
over in a special way it is the w 1c was enacte August 17, 
obje~t and ideal of a university Heroics 1956, will receive much the same 
education. His writing may be poor assistance as a Korean veteran. 
We are constantly reminded because he is a bad artist; again The new law provides ". . . 
that the universities teach the it may ·be poor-even if he is a <>pportunities for education to 
"whole man"; but if this were good artisl---'because he is a -children whose education would 
really true, our work would be bad thinker: because he does otherwise be impeded or inter-
ended before it is started. Aetu· not make healthy generalizations. Tupted by reason of the death of 
ally, we attempt to discipline and Jn either case· the ~'fu;y thing for a parent from a disease' or 
instruct the whole mental facul- us to do is to tell him to stop injury incurred or aggravated 
ties of the student. We do this by writing. The heroic thing, how- in the Armed Forces. during 
teaching him "courses"-in lit- ever, is for us to force him to World War 1, World War II, or 
erature, in theology, in history. write well and show him that the Korean conflict." 
and so on. Some of these courses he is thinking with one or both 
make demands on his imagina· eyes blind. 
tion, some his understanding, Of course, it is also a good 
some his reason, and so on. idea for teachers to be men or' 
But we hope 'that sometime the integrity. 
student will be able to see the ------~ 
oneness in all these courses and Cost· 
begin to look at the world with 
wholeness of vision-to begin to 
generalize on his knowledge-to 
become a man of integrity. 
Accountants 
Sponsor .Contest 
A student begins to be a man 
of integrity when he begins to 
make healthy generalizations. 
Generalizations are healthy when 
they do not leave out of account 
any of the various branches of 
knowledge. For instance, a 
generalization about the soul is 
not healthy if it takes into 
account only the science of 
chemistry. The first step, then, 
is to start the student making 
healthy generalizations. 
Starting Point 
Now for my point: a practical 
place to start this integration is 
the writing course. The writing 
course has no specific subject-
matter of its own to impart; it 
imparts a skill. Consequently, 
students in the writing course 
have to be encouraged to think 
out their writing problems in the 
light of their outside experience 
and of their other courses, in 
history, philosophy and physics. 
When they are exploring their 
minds on sheets of ruled paper, 
they are learning what is going 
on in their heads. They are 
learning. whether their general-
izations are healthy. They are 
starting to become men of 
integrity, 
The trouble with the writing 
course is not that. it lacks a 
specific subject-matter, but that 
it lacks students with a com-
mand of specific subjects-mat-
ters. It is an efficient (though 
not always successful) method 
of teaching freshmen rudimen-
tary writing skills, but it can 
also be an efficient method of 
teaching seniors the skills of 
integration. Freshmen have lit- · 
tle to integrate, but can learn 
how to write; seniors have 
plenty to integrate, but have 
forgotten how to write. 
Bitter Pill 
Now for the castor oil: The an· 
swer is not to . make seniors take 
Freshman English.· The answer Is 
to turn all courses Into writing 
courses. The answer Is to make 
seniors, juniors, and sophomores 
do more real writing. 
A man who writes \foes not so 
The Cincinnati Chapter, Na-
tional Association of Cost Ac-
countants, is sponsoring a manu-
script writing contest. Top· prize 
of $25.00 will go to the best 
manuscript, along with certifi-
cates of merit to writers of 1st, 
2nd, and 3rd best manuscripts. 
The contest is open to undergrad-
uates; •both of the day and eve-
ning college, and to graduate 
students. 
Each year the N.A.C.A. Bulle-
tin, a monthly publication dis-
tributed to members of the or-
ganization throughout the coun-
try and to other nations, pub-
lishes approximately 100 manu-
scripts. 
Topics for the contest should 
be on any subject of working 
interest to the accountant in 
industry. This includes case 
studies and general articles on 
theory, procedures, and practical 
bases of industrial or financial 
accounting, the education and 
fraining of industrial .account-
ants, and the economic and 
industrial setting as related to 
roles which accounting does 
play. 
Vets Meet 
The Xavier Vets Club will 
hold its first and most important 
meeting of the new year Sunday, 
Jan. 13, at 2: 00 p.m. in North 
Hall. 
Elections will be held, and 
final plans for the Feb. 9 dance 
will ·be formulated. 
Congratulations! 
Congratulations are extended 
to Dr. Joseph E. Bourgeois, 
chairman of the modern lan-
guages department ,and to Mrs. 
Bourgeois on the announcement 
of the birth of their eighth child, 
a daughter. Suzanne arrived 
Sunday, Jan. 6. 
l1a•ri11'1. Ph1rm11y 
The D"'" Store Cloten To 
Kaui.,. Unto.,.ntv · 
1811 MontsomUT ._. 
MElnM 1-1711 
Down Front 
(Continued from Page 2> 
to cut things short. Fr. Vollmayer 
is coming down again. I'll let you 
know if anything important de· 
velops. Melvin and I are trying 
to decide whether we'll see "Baby 
Doll", next week or "The Ten 
Commandments." . 
Tune in next week and find 
out. This is Lonesome-Tom say-
ing, "If you're too lazy' to go to 
work or too cowardly to join the 
Army-go to college." (The pre-
ceding was a paid polit.ical an-
nouncement by MORE.) 
St. Mary Offers 
Hungarian Stamps 
World Action for the Freedom. 
of Hungary, with headquarters 
at St. Mary's College, Winona, 
Minnesota, is printing and dis-
tributing replica stamps of the 
Hungarian Revolutionary flag 
for use on letters and cards. 
The first run of 400,000 of...these 
stamps has been completed with 
funds donated by the students 
of St Mary's College. 
A supply of stamps can be 
had by writing to the American 
World Council of World Actions 
for the Freedom of Hungary, St. 
Mary's College, Winona, Min-
nesota. Enclose a small donation 
to cover costs of printing and 
mailing. 
1 HELP WANTED 
Part time. Earn $30-$50 
weekly on flexible pro-
gram to fit school sched· 
ule. 
Excellent experience -
car necessary. ' 
See Mr. Hart, Student 
Activities, N ~ r t h H a 11 , 
4 p.m. Jan. 15th. 
CHICO'S 
ITALIAN AND AMERICAN 
FOOD 
Z 1'1lnutes FroJD ::Xavier 
363Z MONTGOMERY RD. 
(One Block South of Dana) 
IElf1no11 1·91H 
~~-D-1,.._.~~-·-·-. 
The above photos are of Carolyn Laemmle, Dr. Joseph Bourgeois 
Joe Majors, and Tom Werner, taken at the Heidelberg Club's recent 
production, "Der Zerbrochene l{rug." · 
FASHION~ 
. ~ 
•iParis has necklines on sideways, 
New York has the waist shoulder-high, 
. There's nothing like fashion 
To cool off you~ passion!" 
He laughed ••• 'til he thought he would diel 
P.S. Mal~ knees in Bermuda 
shorts can be pretty runny too! 
Fat or slender, either gender, if 
-you like your pleasure BIQ, 
enjoy the real full flavor, the 
real satisfaction of a Chesterfield. 
Packed more smoothly by 
Accu•Ray, it's the smoothest 
tasting smoke today. 
Smoke for £!.!! ••• smoke Chesterfield 
$50 for every philosophical verse accepted ror 
publication. Chesterfield, P.O. Box 21, New York 
46,N. Y. . 
0 Ll•••tt A Mrer1 Tobaeeo Co. 
NOW THE FAMOUS GONDOLA SANDWICH 
AS MENTIONED IN 
POST 
@81PffilJ 
'°The NoblHt Scmdwldl 
ef 111- All" 
TIY CIPll'I P.IZZA' PIES 
A ,,."°' You'll Rememhr 
OVIN PRt:Sll . 
CAaaY OUT 1£RVICS 
.ft.AIN,,,,, •...••••••• ~r.ra 
.1~~~~'.':~~~. . .. ..,. 
rNutl.WQ.OtM.~:·.::::::: •;:: f:ft 
~~~f~O~h~:::: a:l: J:~ 
Combination 
Ca~I'· ..... Pl• Drl_,_ ......... 
• the Southa•t Corner Tenneuee 
aad -din& R8'1da-Bond Hiii. 
ORDER BY PHONE, JE l·Dllll °'ii" E•- 0.JI 4 P.M ...... I A.M, 
. rtdaJl'N=~~l t:~,::.u-. 
Too Important To Forget-
The tremendous value of milk as a natural 
energy restoring f~od makes it an essential 
in ·every student's diet. 
II. MILLER DAIRY CO., INC. 
656 East McMillan WOodburn 1-2474 
